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the 3rd of the final fantasy series was the first to make use of the snes. once released, it was one of
the best selling games of the console. the game is a collection of maps that are linked together and

can be played in one or two player mode. the story is based on a king's quest paradigm, which is
also the basis for the first two final fantasy games, and is a very popular one in the franchise. the

soundtrack is very memorable and the production values of the game are very high. this game was
the first to make use of what would become the final fantasy series staple, the active time battle
system. since this is a continuation of persona 2, there are a few new features that enhance the
gameplay. the combat is a bit more varied in persona 4, allowing for more interesting and varied

attacks. the new "dual screen" option is a welcome addition, as it allows players to switch back and
forth between two different play screens at any time, making it easier to dodge incoming attacks.
one big change in the combat, however, is the introduction of an increased level of randomness

when performing attacks, combos, and normal attacks. the control scheme is simple, but has a great
feel to it. the basic controls are the same as in the king of fighters '98, the analog stick controls
where you move, and the z-trigger button controls where you do special moves (which are a bit

random). you can also perform a jump by tapping the a button. the only difference is that you can
hold down b to perform a special move instead of just tapping it. also, you can use the shoulder

buttons to perform attacks, so you can perform a jab with the shoulder button to do a low kick and
hold down b for a spinning back kick. another difference is that you can perform a special move by

holding down a while pressing and releasing b, which is a bit different from kof.
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